530 SERIES
TOP HUNG PARALLEL STAGGERED STACKING SLIDER

ADEQUATE STRUCTURAL SUPPORT REQUIRED.
Adequacy to be determined by project architect
and/or structural engineer.

PANEL RAIL OPTIONS:
4" or 6" EXTRUDED ALUMINUM RAIL
or TOP PATCH SYSTEM (#331)
ALUMINUM RAIL (clid only)

* AVAILABLE IN 1 TYPE OF TOP HUNG
ROLLING TRACK CONFIGURATIONS.

NOT TO EXCEED 150 Kg (330 lbs.)

AR1830 MODIFIED LOCK with
CYLINDERS OUTSIDE - See Page 33

STACKING ROOM with DOOR
BY OTHERS

EXTRA FEATURES:
30" EXPRESS DOOR (54" wide panel min.)
FLOOR GUIDE PIN OPTIONAL

AR1830 MODIFIED LOCK with
CYLINDERS OUTSIDE - See Page 33

530 PARALLEL STAGGERED STACK

(Inside)

(outside)